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CARRIMESOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

The way we approach ‘taboo’ subjects
with the next generation not only

impacts their approach to that subject
but their willingness to openly discuss it,
too. When you next go shopping, buy
the tampons with your 6-year-old son,

embrace the question of ‘mummy
where do they go?’ shouted down the
aisle and open up the conversations,

because this stuff is here to stay
#CarriMe

When you’re mid-yoga class and
desperately need to pee! Seriously

though, yoga and its three Ms,
mediation, mindfulness, and

movement, help balance hormone
fluctuations and keep us in a positive
state of mind. Scientific studies have
proven that participation in a single

90-minute Hatha yoga class
significantly reduces perceived stress
and increases feelings of wellbeing.
Get that downward facing dog on

�� #CarriMe

Yogabergine taking a break in
Namaste Virasana �� As Katie Burke,
Chief People Officer at HubSpot,

said this week, ‘thank your body, get
some rest, protect your energy. You
can do anything, but not everything’

#CarriMe #NoMoreTaboo

PLANET PEACH � Self-employed?
WFH? Sustainability's not just for

corporates. Add @whogivesacraptp
to your agenda (they’re B Corp

certified!). Who Gives A Crap sell
gorgeously soft toilet roll made from
100% sustainably sourced bamboo,
with plastic-free packaging, AND
they donate 50% of their profits to

charity partners. Good for yo’ peach,
good for others, and good for the

planet ��#SustainiblityIsSexy
#CarriMe illustration by

@illustratedbysam

Hold on to your panties people...we’ve
got a new website 😎 . We’ve

upgraded and re-jazzed, preened and
polished so that we can provide you
with the latest and greatest content,

services, and support that every woman
needs to thrive. Join the CarriMe

community for exclusive content, tips,
and advice on health, wealth, and

business #CarriMe

Are we just covering ourselves in
glorified promises and initiatives? If

we’re really striving for a level playing
field and planning on closing the
gender pay gap, it’s not enough to
make token gestures. We need to
implement the policies, actively
encourage their uptake, and

continually review progress to ensure
we are driving the change we’re

promising #CarriMe #NoMoreTaboo

Start-ups are like gobstoppers –
colourful, fruity, not everyone’s cup of
tea, and sometimes … feel like bl**dy
hard work! Just like the gobstopper,
the best part of every business sits
right at the centre …. you! If you’re
starting up a business, CEO of an
SME, or dipping your toe in the

entrepreneurial waters, don’t give up.
It may get tough but it’s totally worth

it. For a whole host of business
advice, tools, and resources, sign up

to our newsletter (link in bio!)
#CarriMe

Want to change your life? Then
you’ve got to change your mindset.
An internal study carried out by HP
found that women will only apply for
a promotion when they meet 100%
of the job criteria. Men, on the other
hand, will apply for a promotion
when they meet just 60% of them.
Self-doubt is almost halving our

chances of promotion and success.
We’ve written an article about the

best short-term methods for
boosting confidence (link in bio)

#CarriMe #Confidence

There’s a career chasm. And
menopause isn’t the culprit;
companies’ lack of policy is. 

 

The current stats about diversity on
boards show that just over 34% of

board positions in FTSE 350
companies are held by women. The
average age at which women join a
board of directors is 57, and the
average age we experience the

menopause is 45-55. To date, nearly
one million women have left their

jobs because of the menopause and
the lack of workplace adjustment for

such. As a result, businesses are
losing the knowledge, insight, and

skill of these women and boards are
suffering from a lack of

representation, the effects of which
ripple through an organisation.

 

Companies supporting female
employees through the menopause
have a higher chance of retaining
their more experienced women,

increasing the pool of candidates
for top posts, and increasing the

chance of selecting candidates for
future positions in a gender-

balanced manner. Do you have a
workplace menopause policy? Get
in touch to find out more #CarriMe

#GenderGap
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HYBRID POWER HIRESOCIAL MEDIA POSTS 

Yes, energy is sexy. Just look at our
customer’s solar roof reflecting that

beautiful sunset. 
Bet your tiles can’t do that?

#GenerateBetter #HybridPowerHire

All Hybrid Power Hire units are easily
transportable (even overseas!), meaning
you can get power regardless of the

location or remoteness of your site. This
45kVa BESS was heading out to Orford

Ness; a power supply as green as the site
itself.

 
Get in touch with our team today to see
how we can solve your long-distance

power needs #HybridPowerHire

Yesterday, today, Sunday, and always, we will
remember them. 

Many of our team and their families have
served in the British Armed Forces, so the

Poppy Appeal is a cause close to our hearts.
All proceeds from the rental of this one-of-a-

kind unit will be donated to the Poppy
Appeal, and the unit itself serve as a reminder

of all those who fearlessly fought and lost
their lives so we can live ours today
#LestWeForget #HybridPowerHire

Whatever the weather, we deliver. Snow
problem to us 😏 Give us a call on 01788
222 288 to discuss our #TemporaryPower
rental solutions and #NationwideDelivery

SPOTLIGHT ON 45/90 RENTAL ⚡ Our
Ingenium 45/90 units have the capacity to
support energy-intensive loads by supplying
up to 90kVa for five seconds. This assists the
start-up of large-load applications and
prevents power loss during unexpected
surges. Dynamic solutions to deal with the

unexpected.
 

Get in touch
hiredesk@hybridpowerhire.co.uk

#HybridPowerHire

We are delighted to announce that Simon Gibbs has been promoted
to General Manager at Hybrid Power Hire.

Simon has over 25 years’ experience in the hire and energy sectors. He
served in the Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers of HM Armed
Forces, and has held various senior sales and operational roles at
businesses within the power industry.

Joining Hybrid Power Hire as Sales Director, Simon has nurtured
significant client relationships over the last 18 months, delivering
noteworthy increases in revenue. He has been, and will continue to be,
a key part of our growth and success.

Please join us in congratulating Simon and wishing him every success in
his new role!

SPOTLIGHT ON 45/90 RENTAL ⚡ Bigger
means better. With huge storage
capacity of up to 90kWh, our Ingenium
45/90 model is the perfect temporary
power solution for applications across
construction, events, rail, utilities,
broadcasting, and more.

Need flexible, reliable, green energy
solutions? Get in touch with the team
today to see how we can increase your
power supply’s capacity, and reduce
fuel consumption, CO2/NOx emissions,
noise pollution, and costs - 01788
222288 hiredesk@hybridpowerhire.co.uk
#HybridPowerHire
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ROUUTE TECHNOLOGIESGRANT WRITING

Public description*
Rouute Technologies (ROUUTE) is a UK energy harvesting technology SME with a core project team of
Antony Edmondson-Bennett (project lead), Barry Lee Parker (commercial, sustainability lead),
Matthew Stringer (innovation lead), and James Fearnley (technical lead). ROUUTE is solving a
significant unmet need with its road-integrated compression device for generating emission-free
energy at 98% efficiency. Global energy demand is rising and exceeds supply, parts of the world have
no access to power, and many nations struggle to reduce emissions enough to meet the 2050 net-
zero target. ROUUTE does not require large infrastructure or power input, benefitting first-, second-,
and third-world countries. It produces emission-free energy, reducing reliance on FFs. ROUUTE’s
systems achieve ROI in 16 months.

*Full application written under NDA. Public description widely avaliable. Full application
~14,000 words and won Rouute Technologies £500,000 UK Gov funding. 
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YOUNGMAN LOVELLGRANT WRITING

*Full application written under NDA. Public description widely avaliable. Full application
~14,000 words. Outcome of application pending. 

Youngman Lovell (YL) is a UK modular housing construction SME with a core project team of Harry
Lovell (project lead), Charlie Lovell (design lead), John Leary (project manager), and Darrin Witcher
(sustainability lead). YL aims to solve a significant unmet need with its modular, scalable, carbon-
negative housing. The UK’s housing crisis is worsening, the world is experiencing an energy price crisis,
and global carbon emissions are at the highest level ever recorded (iea,2022). YL will develop and
incorporate brand-new carbon-negative building materials into homes, will not require energy-
intensive construction methods, and will be 78.5% faster and 25% cheaper per square foot to build
compared to new build homes constructed using traditional methods. Houses will produce all energy
required to power their use.

Public description*
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